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B412_E6_c83_646535.htm There are 20 blanks in the following

passage. For each blank there are four choices marked A), B), C) and

D ). You should choose the ONE that best fits into the passage. Then

mark the corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 2 with a single line

through the centre. Psychologists now believe that noise has a

considerable effect on peoples attitudes and behaviors. Experiments

have (1) that in noisy situations (even temporary ones), people

behave (2) cooperatively and more irritably. in more (3) noisy

situations, many people cannot fix their (4) on the work, and they

suffer from severe (5) as well as other psychological problems.

However, psychologists (6) between “sound” and “noise” .

“Sound” is measured (7) in decibels (分贝). “Noise” cannot

be measured in the same way because it (8) to the psychological

effect of sound and its (9) of "intensity" depends on the situation.

(10), for passengers at an airport who expect to hear airplanes taking

off and (11),there may be a lot of sound, but not much noise (that is,

they are not bothered by the noise). By (12) if you are at a concert

and two people behind you are (13) ，you feel they are talking

noisily even if there is not much sound。You notice the noise

because it (14) you psychologically．Both sound and noise can have

(15) effects，but what is most important is (16) the person has

control over the sound or not．People walking down the street (17)

earphones，listening to music that they enjoy，are receiving a lot of



decibels of sound， (18) they are probably happy hearing sounds

which they contr01．On the other hand，people in the street

without earphones must (19)a lot of noise which they have no

control over．It is noise pollution (20) we need to control in order

to help people live more happily． 67. A) proposed B) proved C)

providedwww.Ｅxamda.CoM考试就到百考试题 D) promised 68.

A) more B) least C) most D) less 69. A) optional B) permanent C)

favorable D) temporary 70. A) attention B) intention C) occupation

D) implication 71. A) nuisance B) symptom C) anxiety D) grief 72.

A) tell B) identify C) separate D) distinguish 73. A) mentally B)

physically C) psychologically D) biologically 74. A) attributes B)

attaches C) refers D) associates 75, A) range B) level C) scope D)

quantity 76. A) Still B) Thus C) Even D) But 77. A) falling B)

0dropping C) declining D) landing 78. A) contrast B) comparison

C) contrary D) distinction 79．A)yelling B)whispering C)shouting

D)exclaiming 80．A) infects B) effects C)affects D) reflects 81

．A)negative B)relative C)decisive D)positive 82．A)if B) that

C)when D) whether 83．A) on B) with C) in D) at 84．A) and B)

so C)but D)although 85．A)anticipate B)make C)tolerate D)avoid

86．A) that B) which C) what D) how #0000ff>点击进入论坛查看
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